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Summary :

Significant improvements have been made
•in the efficiency, duty factor, and flexibil-
ity of the NAL Main Accelerator extraction
system, consistent with the increasing inten-
sity of the synchrotron and the growing diver-
sity of the experimental program. Currently,
'a typical extraction mode will include a one-
second period of slow extraction punctuated
by four higher intensity bursts for bubble
chamber use, followed by a high intensity
fast terminal spike for neutrino experiments.
The extraction efficiency - now some 971 - is
such that radioactivity levels in extraction
system components are not increasing despite
operation of the accelerator at record cur-
rents. A modified septum design is expected
to lead to further gains. A computer-assisted
feedback system has raised the spill duty
factor to 701. Recently, the synchrotron has
been operated-with a front porch, with two
periods of slow extraction, each of one-
second duration, at two different energies
within the same accelerator cycle.

Introduction :

When a slow extracted beam was initially
obtained from the Main Accelerator at NAL in
September, of 19 72, the synchrotron was operat-
ing at an intensity of less than 10 1 1 protons
per pulse and only one experimental area was
in operation. Under those circumstances, the
demands placed upon the extraction system
were modest, and a low efficiency spill with a
ragged time-structure was tolerable for the
time being. Today, however, the accelerator
intensity has risen by two orders of magnitude
and a rich and diversified experimental pro-
gram is underway at the three experimental
areas simultaneously, each receiving a share
of the protons from every acceleration cycle,
and the demands on the extraction system have
risen correspondingly. It is the purpose of
this paper to describe the evolution of the
extraction system during this period.
i

! The basic features of the extraction
system have been reported previously. '•*'•
•In brief, half-integral resonant extraction
is employed for the slow spill, at a horizon-
tal (extraction-plane) tune of vx = 39/2.
(Until recently, vx = 41/2 was used, but a
few months ago, the operating point of the
Main Accelerator was lowered by one unit for
reasons not associated with extraction.)
Prior to extraction, the currents in the Main
Accelerator quadrupole busses are adjusted to
bring vx close to the half-integer. To ini-
tiate extraction, a stop-band is created by
£he excitation of two quadrupoles, so situated
that by varying their relative currents a
rotation of the phase space area of the ex-
tracted beam can be effected. The non-linear-
ity required to differentiate between stable
and unstable particles and to give adequate
growth rate to betatron oscillation amplitude
of the particles to be extracted is provided

by the intrinsic octupole moment of the Main
Accelerator, aided when necessary by a single
iron-core octupple of adjustable strength. A
proton whose unstable betatron oscillation
amplitude has grown sufficiently (2 cm typi-
cally) will enter the extraction channel, the
initial component of which is an electro-
static septum.^ Localized orbit bumps are
used to adjust the position and angle of the
Main Accelerator central trajectory with
respect to the extraction channel.

We distinguish three main categories,
into which the subsequent discussion is divi-
ded, on which our system development efforts
have been concentrated. First, the improve-
ment of extraction efficiency has been essen-
tial, in order to control the buildup of re-
sidual radioactivity in accelerator and ex-
traction system components. Second, a smooth-
ing of the initially ragged time structure of
the spill had to be achieved so that experi-
ments utilizing electronic detectors might
benefit from increases in accelerator inten-
sity. Third, the various requirements of the
three experimental areas had to be satisfied
within each beam spill.

Efficiency

Once the various elements of the extrac-
tion channel have been carefully aligned with
respect to one another and with respect to
the beam, the dominant source of losses in
the extraction process becomes the first
splitting device - the electrostatic septum.
The alignment process raised the extraction
efficiency above 901 over a year ago; since
that time, considerable attention has been
given to identifying and correcting septum
losses.

The beam splitting surface of the septum
consists of a row of vertical tungsten wires
having a diameter of 0.002 in. spaced at
0.0S0 in. intervals. The wires are at ground
potential.

Parallel to the plane of the wires, at a
distance of 1 cm., a titanium cathode is
placed which is charged to a negative high
voltage (72 kV at 300 GeV) with respect to
the wires. The extraction septum consists of
two separate 10 foot units which can be indiv-
idually positioned or replaced. Within each
unit, the wire planes and cathodes are divided
into five 2 foot modules. Protons passing be-
tween the wire plane and the cathode experi-
ence a horizontal deflection of 0.14 mrad,
sufficient to enter the gap of a Lambertson
magnet 100 feet downstream.

For half-integral resonant extraction, a
step size of 1 cm per two turns would imply
extraction losses of - 1% for ideally fabri-
cated wire septa with our wire thickness. In
contrast, a year ago losses were at the 6 - 7 1
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level. The source of these losses have been
studied using two techniques.

At the outset, the origin of extraction
inefficiency could not be clearly attributed
to any single element of the system. To study
the extraction process, a number of remotely
opeiable horizontal and vertical targets were
installed in the extraction straight section
and external beam line. The first horizontal
target is located 0.5 m upstream of the elec-
trostatic septum. The second and third hori-
zontal targets are positioned between the
septum and the Lambertson magnets. The fourth
horizontal and first vertical targets are
located near the downstream end of the long
straight section while the fifth horizontal
and second vertical targets are situated in
the extracted beam line. Ionization chambers
are used to detect particles scattered by
these targets, and a plot of normalized ioni-
zation chamber signal versus target position
yields a measure of proton flux as a function
of position across the beam,. Figure 1 shows
a plot of ionization chamber signals as the
targets are scanned across the beam. Scatter-
ing from targets downstream of the electro-
static septum clearly outline the shadow cast
by the septum-and from these data effective
septum thicknesses were found to be consider-
ably larger, typically a factor of five, than

that suggested by wire size alone. Subsequen-
tly, mechanical measurements of the septa
verified these results. The target scan plots
can be used also to estimate the phase space
of the extracted beam. Typical results give
areas of 0.14 mm - mr vertically and 0.25 mm -
mr horizontally. The phase space measured
1000 meters downstream gives numbers of-the
order of three times larger and to date the
discrepancy is not well understood.

The mechanical technique for measuring
septa thickness is illustrated in Figure 2.
A wire is stretched from one end of the septum
to the other, and electrical contact is main-
tained with the septum wires as the position
of the two ends of the stretched wire are
moved in the direction perpendicular to the
plane of the septum wires. A graph of the
position of one end of the stretched wire
versus the other while electrical contact is
preserved can then be interpreted to yield
the septum thickness. In Figure 3, we show
results of measurements by this method before
and after straightening a crooked septum
(0.030 inch thick) which had exhibited a poor
extraction efficiency. By external welding
on the septum vacuum skin, to introduce com-
pensating stress, for seam welds, the effec-
tive thickness of the septum was reduced to
0.005 ± 0.003 in. A modified wire septum
constructed on a single 10 ft. wire frame
promises to be straighter, to be constructed
more rapidly, and to automatically retract
broken wires without the necessity of acceler-
ator shutdown.
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Figure 2
Diagram of Method Used to Measure Effective

Thickness of Septa
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'Present extraction losses of approximat-
ely 31 are sufficiently low that excessive
radioactivity buildup in system components is
not anticipated at average accelerator inten-
sities close to the 10'J protons per pulse.

Absolute calibration of the losses has
not been developed to date. In one sense the
residual radioactivity is the only meaningful
observable. As long as the diagnostic equip-
ment give signals which indicate ho.: to im-
prove the efficiency absolute calibrations
have not been necessary, and it is quite
possible the extraction efiicicncy is higher
than 971.

It is clear, however, that as the accel-
erator intensity rises toward its design goal
of 5 x 1 0 " protons per pulse, corresponding
improvements in extraction efficiency must &c
achieved, and our major effort in this direc-
tion is focussed on the septum designs dis-
cussed above.

It shtuld be mentioned that, twice in the
past three months, the extraction septum has
failed catastrophically where all the wires
over the first two to four feet of the up-
stream module have broken. It is believed
thermal heating from short duration high
losses on the wires is responsible. These
failures point out the need to understand high
temperature behavior of the septa wires and
also show the necessity for very clean fast or
coherent extraction in which no major portion
of the beam hits the wires.

Duty Factor

The time structure of the slow extracted
beam arises front two sources; rather low fre-
quency current ripple, principally in the
quadrupolc magnets which leads to tune varia-
tion, and the S3 Mils radio frequency bunch
structure of the beam. To date, the radio

Figure S
Septum Thickness Measurements. Data

before straightening are represented by
curve with the points designated s.

frequency structure has not been a serious
disadvantage for experimenters, and a nustber
of experiments have found it useful for Cittui
purposes. Current ripple in the sain ring
power supply system at 360 Hi and be lew, how-
ever, requires compensation. Higher har&onic
arc reduced to negligable proportion by she
active.filters on the ».iin qundrupolc sup-
plies. * For the present, we have chosen to
define the duty factor, l:, by

F
T/IlJ(t)<St

where T is the duration of the slow spill, 1
(t) is the instantaneous extracted bctm cur-
rent as a function of tine t, and the ra«iio
frequency structure is ignored. This defini-
tion of F is suggested by the expression for
the chance coincidence rate in a two counter
telescope.

To counteract the tune variation brought
about by ripple, two air-core quadruples have
been placed in the accelerator. Their exci-
tation currents are derived from ;i comb inns, ion
of signals which have been found to be effec-
tive in improving the duty factor. Each is
driven by a current proportional to the ripple
component of field in neighboring (twin ring
quadrupolcs. The two so called "bucfecr" quad-
r«|,.clcs are far from each other in the rinj: so
that their signal sources s;ifspic jJotcntiaUy
different ripple centribut ions to the overall
tune variations. (The accelerator n;tj;iu't
circuit forms a rather complex delay line, so
that ripple terns in the* current may be non-
uniform around the machine.)



In addition, one of these air-core quad-
rupolcs receives an excitation current derived
from the actual beam spill. A detector compo-
sed of a scintillator and light sensitive di-
ode is placed so as to intercept spray from
the extracted beam. The signal from this
detector is digitized and sampled by a POP-8
computer at a rate of S x 720 H:. A learning
algorithm, similar in principle to that used
in the Main Accelerator power supply control
system4, determines the appropriate correction
signal which is delivered to the buefcor qu.-td-
rupole advanced in time on subsequent cycles
fey an amount corresponding to the time delay
between a perturbation in the tune and its
modulation of the spill (about 1/2 ms). A
calculation of the duty factor is made in the
computer and displayed to the operators.

The improvement in duty factor effected
by the backer ttuadiupoic is shown in figure
4. Figure 4a shows typical ripple signals
on Che main quadrupole {top) and bend (bottom)
busses and Figure 4b the associated spill if
no correction signal is sent to the buefcers.
In Figure 4c, the buefcers are receiving their
excitation froa the local ripple field in the
*ain quadntpole (/Bdt signal), while in Fig-
ure id the csinput^r i-.roccs.-cu spill signal
alone is used. In Figure ie both the integra-
ted Is signal and computer processed spill
signals arc used to drive the backers, in the
last case, a duty factor of about "0$ has been
achieved in contrast with the 151 or so of
Figure 4b.

Clearly, many avenues for duty factor
improvements remain to be explored. For ex-
ample, no condensation for ripple on the til -
pole busses has been introduced as yet, a«dl
no real time spill feed back cried, lieeogni-
ting that subharsoaics of fche twelve-phase
power supplies etust arise trots phase unbalance,
the 360 Hs ami lower components nay be rert«ved
by power supply iqprovc&ents, such as trying
to induce ripple on the regulating supplies to
compensate for the over all ripple and the
addition of ph;»se balance compensating cir-
cuits in the individual unregulated supplies.
Finally, manipulations of the accelerated beaet
such as spreading the aoaeutua with the r.f.
way make extraction less sensitive to power
supply ripple.

Extraction Modes

Currently, four extraction modes are in
use, combined during each accelerator cycle
in a way that reflects the needs of the ex-
perimental program.

Slow Spill

Normally, most of the beam is extracted
by the slow, resonant, process. The regula-
tion of the spill insofar ns its gross time
structure is concerned (that is, exclusive of
the higher frequency structure discussed in
connection with duty factor ;sfcov«) is perform-
ed by a feedback system consisting of a MAC-16
mini-computer ami an iron-core <iu;stiru;>ole.
The intensity of the beam circulating in the
accelerator is digitized and sent to the com-
puter. The desired dependence of circulating
beam on time throughout the spill is stored
in memaiyj the computer compares the actual
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FiRurc 4
Magnet Ripple, Spill Structure $ Buckcr Drive

Signals
(10 ms/div)

4a Top-Main Ring Quadrupolc this 1 div » 0.8x10**
Bottom-Ma in King Stend fius
4b Unconpcnsatcd Spill

>1c through 4c; Top trace is the output of the
diod« spill monitor and bottom trace is the
buckcr drive input signal.

Sec text for details.



intensity with that desired and delivers a
correction signal to the quadrupole excitation
circuit. A-learning algorithm similar to
that employed for duty factor improvement is
also used here. The use of the computer al-
lows for rather complicated time structures
like front porch operation and enhanced spill.

Enhanced Spill

The 30 inch bubble chamber is capable of
expansion every quarter of a second during a
bean pulse. The normal slow spill intensity
does not provide sufficient fiux for the
bubble chamber when exposures with secondary
particles, such as negative pions, arc being
wade. In order to provide spill rate enhance-
ment during the chamber's sensitive period,
an air core quadrupole is driven with a half-
wavelength sinusoidal current pulse. This
causes a shrinkage of the stable region in
phase space for a short time, thus forcing a
number of particles beyond the scparatrix and
causing them to be extracted. Depending on
bubble chamber requirements, typically 10!s to
5 x 1 8 " particles arc extracted in each
burst, though this method has been used to
provide up to 2 s 10'! protons in its 1 msec
spike. (Sec Figure 5.) Pulsed beam line
magnets are being constructed to avoid send-
ing this in*«>p>sl f «e<! s»»ill to laboratories
wishing only slow spill.

The computer maintaining the slow spill
rate need! only be informed of the times at
which spill enhancement occurs. After each
such event, it renornaliscs its model of the
circulating bean intensity to the current
remaining after the burst, and continues as
before.

Fast Extraction

Fast extraction represents one of two
ways to achieve a fast spill of the bean re-
maining in the synchrotron at the end of the
slow extraction period. The fast spill, ex-
tracted in one turn, is intended primarily for
use with the bubble chamber and neutrino fo-
cusing horn (123 us pulse width). The fast
spill is accomplished by using pulsed orbit
bumps to place the beam near but not on the
wire septum a few ras before the fcrritc kicker
is fired. The ferritc kicker gives the beam
a large amplitude betatron oscillation and
causes it to jump across the septum which is
located half way around the ring from the
kicker. To achieve the 0.5 us rise time and
20.S us duration of the ferrite signet field
a lumped element delay line charged to SO kV
is discharged into a matched 12 ohm load con-
sisting of fcrritc magnets and terminating
resistors. A picture oC the kicker is shown
in Figure 6.

Coherent Extraction

If a spill of duration somewhat longer
than 20 us, but still fast, is desired the
beam is coherently extracted. As in the en-
hanced spill described above an air core
quadrupole is pttlscd to shrink the stable area
of phase space while at the same time the
fcrrite kicker and orbit Uumps referred to
above are pulsed at a magnetic field reduced
from the single turn case. The beam is thus

perturbed coherently in phase space so that it
starts to come out after several turns and
proceeds to spill on every other turn until
all the beam is expelled. Figure 7 shows an
example of the integrated spill and extraction
SEM intensity for a beam which has been co-
herently extracted in 200 ps.

Front Porch

The Proton and Neutrino experimental
areas can receive proton beams up to S00 GeV.
However, the Meson area is limited, by design,
to 300 GeV operation. Fur this reason and
for the potential advantages of sending two
energies to the proton laboratory a front
porch test has been completed in which
the front porch and flat top operated at 200
and 300 GeV, respectively. For both levels
the beam was spilled with the MAC 15 computer
feedback discussed in the slow spill section
above. Each of the two spills had a duration
of one second with the ripple bucker magnet
working over each spill duration (Sec Figure
S.) Many devices in the external beam lines
including the extraction electrostatic septum
were ramped. The front porch test showed"that
this mode of operation was reasonable and that
the relative intensities of the two energy
extracted beams could be varied over a range
of shout S to 1.

Conclusion

The N'AL Main Ring half integer resonant
extraction system has operated satisfactorily
over the past year with steadily improving
performance. The extraction efficiency and
duty factor are 97% and 70S, respectively. A
front porch test was concluded with no diffi-
culties and suggests it stay be -i useful way
to run as the machine achieves higher energies.
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Figure 5a
Typical Enhanced Spil l

(Tlms/div)

Figure 5b
Air Core Quadvupole Used

for Enhanced and Coherent Spill
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Figure 6
Main King One Turn

Extraction !:crrite Pulsed Magnet

Figure 7
Coherent Spill (50 us/div)

Figure S
Front I'orch

Top trace is the spill; middle trace is the
wain ring intensity; bottom trace is the

magnet ramp.
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